Doubly Distinguished
G e o r g e B a r a n y, J e d F i s h e r , M i c h a e l H a n k o ,

and

M a rjor ie Russel

GB is a Rockefeller alum (1977); JF is a native New Yorker transplanted to the mid-west, where at the University of Notre Dame he continues to
read, think, and write about important minutiae at the interface between biology and chemistry; MH is a NYC voice teacher, writer, and performer; MR, a long-time member of the Laboratory of Genetics, is currently an Adjunct Associate Professor at Rockefeller. For more puzzles by
Barany and Friends and for the solution to this month’s puzzle, visit http://tinyurl.com/gbpuzzle

Across
1. Palindromic double-platinum Steely Dan
album from 1977
4. Nick name?
9. Dance co. in the city where hearts are left
12. It's hailed by city dwellers
14. Shady sorts?
15. Sorvino of the screen
16. Only recipient of 68-Across 50-Across in
Chemistry (1958, 1980)
19. Renaissance, e.g.
20. Attended Yom Kippur services
21. 16-Across's life's work made it possible to
determine the structure of this
27. U.K. award
28. Ph.D. exam
29. Ifill of "Washington Week"
30. Recipient of 68-Across 50-Across, in
Physics (1903) and Chemistry (1911)
32. Third biopolymer studied by 16-Across
in his career, using a method now named
after him
33. Anacin alternative
34. One using a saucer?
35. Hershiser with a 59-inning scoreless
streak
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36. Salad veggie
38. Some spreads
41. Coeur d'___, Idaho
43. Second biopolymer studied by
16-Across in his career
46. Domicile
47. Venus de ___
48. Bellyacher's litany
49. Presenter of shows for G.I.'s
50. They may lead to scientific immortality
53. Kind of mutation giving a non-viable
phenotype
55. Building blocks for chains determined
in the 56-Across: Abbr.
56. First biopolymer studied by 16-Across
in his career, it starts with glycine (Achain) and phenylalanine (B-chain)
63. CBS series with a spin-off that takes
place in LA
64. Type of jacket favored by the Beatles
65. It might be square
66. Interjection favored by a cartoon "Menace"
67. Panache
68. Highest number of 50-Across ever
awarded to an individual

Down
1. Feds who smashed stills during Prohibition
2. Bump
3. Bunyan's blade
4. Fall behind
5. The Diamondbacks, on scoreboards
6. IBM competitor from Japan
7. Shatner book series (with "War")
8. Silk-producing region of India
9. Two gentlemen of Verona, say
10. Something for nothing
11. Only recipient of 68-Across 50-Across in
Physics (1956, 1972)
13. Exemplary
15. 6 on a phone
17. Sea eagle
18. Took Marie Antoinette's advice?
21. Coal : Scuttle :: Bricks : ___
22. Ornamental vase
23. Cry from 24-Down
24. Ram's daughter
25. Area 51 loc.
26. Bacterium (by definition)
31. Suffice with mod or glob
33. Where a magazine may be found
35. "The Professor and the Madman" subj.
37. See-thru? (a word not found in 35-Down)
38. Recipient of 68-Across 50-Across, in
Chemistry (1954) and Peace (1962)
39. It makes the heart grow fonder, they say
40. Film (1982) in which Dustin was Dorothy
42. Bit of truth decay?
43. "New Yorker" cartoonist Chast
44. Word after a name-dropper's name?
45. Per Dickens's Mr. Bumble, "the law is a
___"
48. Older's counterpart
51. Ken and Lena of Hollywood
52. U.K. coll. founded in 1845 with programmes in equine, food, and land mgmt.
54. Luther forerunner Jan
57. Surfing site
58. Short
59. Schubert's "The ___-King"
60. What a tilde signifies in logical representation
61. Intimidate
62. As a conscientious objector, 16-Across
was not req'd to serve here
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